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to experts. These results demonstrate a novel path towards computationally supported knowledge sharing in
research communities.1
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1

INTRODUCTION

Analogies are an important driver of scientific progress. For example, Darwin’s theory of evolution
was conceived by analogy to human population dynamics [21]; Salvador Luria’s Nobel-Prizewinning work on bacterial mutation was inspired by analogy to a slot machine[31]; the simulated
annealing optimization algorithm was inspired by the annealing process for removing imperfections
in metals [26]; and information foraging theory was inspired by analogy to how animals forage for
food [36, 41].
1 This

abstract demonstrates the annotation scheme we use in our mixed-initiative system: background (yellow), purpose
(red), mechanism (blue), and findings (gray).
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However, as the number of papers grows, individual researchers increasingly struggle to discover
relevant analogies from work within their own discipline, let alone analogies across different
domains or disciplines (e.g., from metallurgy to optimization, for simulated annealing). The problem
is especially acute as many fields of study now require recombining knowledge across multiple
disciplines [24, 45]. For example, cognitive science relies on insights from linguistics, artificial
intelligence, neuroscience, cognitive psychology, and education; creativity and innovation research
must integrate insights from the study of individual cognitive factors, motivational/emotional
factors, team dynamics, and societal/economic incentive structures [38]. Individual scientists lack
the time and resources to keep up with all the possible conferences, journals, and talks that might
hold analogical insights for problems they are working on. For these reasons, computational systems
that can mine analogies between research papers could significantly accelerate scientific progress
by reducing the cost of knowledge discovery.
A core challenge to building such systems is creating appropriate semantic representations of
documents that can support analogical matching. The essence of analogy is matching a target
knowledge representation (e.g., document, abstract, research problem description) with other source
knowledge representations that share its core relational structure [15]; when the analogous sources
also have many other details that are very different from the target, they are known as far or
domain-distant analogies. For example, the relational structure of the annealing process can be
described as “MINIMIZING imperfections in a substance BY HEATING and gradually COOLING
the substance” (relations in ALL-CAPS). This relational structure can then be analogically matched
to other sources that share all or part of the structure, such as optimization problems, which share a
similar relation of “MINIMIZING error in a model”, despite vast differences in their domain features
(e.g., physical temperature and metals VS. algorithms and digital data).
We build on promising recent work by Hope et al. [22] that takes a mixed-initiative approach
to creating such representations for consumer product descriptions: 1) crowds annotate aspects
of the documents that denote their purpose (what they are trying to achieve) and mechanism
(how they achieve that purpose), and 2) these annotations are used to construct semantic vector
representations that capture the overall purpose and mechanism of each document. The intuition
behind this approach is that the overall representations of purpose and mechanism constitute a
"soft" relational schema [16] because of the in-built causal relation between purpose and mechanism.
This soft schema can then be used for analogical queries (e.g., finding other products with similar
purpose but different mechanisms – a classic analogical problem solving query [16]). Hope et al.
demonstrated that crowd workers could produce purpose and mechanism annotations reliably
and quickly (usually in under a minute per document) for several thousand consumer product
descriptions, and that the semantic vector representations could be used to find analogies between
products, even when they were from different domains (e.g., a “digital collar” that alerts a pet owner
when the pet is too far away, and a bluetooth wristband that alerts a parent if the child wearing it
is too far away), and at a higher rate than traditional information retrieval approaches (e.g., TF-IDF,
GloVe word embeddings [35]).
We are interested in extending Hope et al’s [22] approach to help researchers find analogies from
the research literature for their own work. For example, could researchers use this approach to find
mechanisms (e.g., HEATING and gradually COOLING a substance) from other research papers with
similar purposes (e.g., MINIMIZING imperfections in a substance) that might inspire new ideas
for a target purpose (e.g., INCREASE and gradually DECREASE the degree of stochasticity in the
optimization process to MINIMIZE error in the model, which is the essence of simulated annealing
[26])? Or find other papers with the same purpose and mechanism (e.g., for competitive analysis),
even if those papers are from different domains?
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However, key features of research papers may prevent a straightforward application of Hope et
al’s [22] approach. First, research papers are often written in complex, domain-specific language
not easily understood by laypeople (e.g., “HMM”, “regularization”, “cross-validation”, “human
computation”). The complexity of the concepts and language might greatly increase the cost of
human annotation, rendering the method unsuitable for mining analogies across large, complex,
multidisciplinary corpora of research papers. Research papers also often include multiple purposes
that might have hierarchical causal relationships with each other (e.g., “expose model parameters
and error patterns” TO “support algorithmic accountability”). Additionally, many research papers
aim to understand some phenomenon, instead of contribute novel mechanisms to add value for
some user: for these papers, the purpose-mechanism schema might not capture the core relational
structure of these papers, and thus fail to find useful analogies for these papers.
In this paper, we explore approaches to address these challenges for extracting and using purposemechanism representations to discover analogical relationships in complex scientific literature.
Our investigation yields the following contributions:
(1) Annotating the purpose and mechanism aspects of research papers is scalable in terms of
cost (<1 minute per paper), not critically dependent on annotator expertise, and generalizable
across domains. We explore this by deploying the method with expert annotators on papers in
their domain (Study 1) and outside their domain (Study 2), and with novice crowd annotators
(Study 3).
(2) Purpose-mechanism representations of research papers can be used to discover analogical
relationships that are systematically missed by traditional state-of-the-art semantic models
(Study 1), including distant analogies found valuable to a domain expert (Study 2).
(3) Extending the annotation scheme to incorporate other aspects of research papers (e.g., their
higher-level problem “background”, and the key findings of the paper) yields measurable
gains in analogy-finding performance (Study 1).
These results suggest that Hope et al’s [22] mixed-initiative system (with key modifications
from our investigation) is a promising approach for finding analogies amongst research papers. We
call this modifed mixed-initiative system solvent, to capture its core intution: using a mixture
of crowdsourcing and machine learning to "dissolve" research papers into their constituent soft
relational schemas (e.g., purpose-mechanism schemas), which can then be used to find analogical
combinations of research papers that yield novel discoveries and innovations. We offer solvent
as a novel path towards computationally supporting knowledge sharing in research communities.
2
2.1

RELATED WORK
Citation Recommendation

The problem of finding analogous research papers can be thought of as a special case of the problem
of citation recommendation: given some target manuscript that one is writing, find other papers
that are suitable citations [20, 42]. Our work here on finding suitable semantic representations
of documents is similar to content-based approaches that leverage semantic representations of
documents to search for recommendations[5], and complementary to graph-based approaches (e.g.,
based on properties of citation/co-authorship networks [29, 37]) to this problem.
2.2

Computational Analogy

Computational analogy is a well-studied problem in cognitive science and artificial intelligence.
A major branch of research has devised algorithms for reasoning over rich, relational representations, such as Gentner and colleagues’ structure-mapping engine [14, 15], Hummel and Holyoak’s
LISA analogy engine [23], and Vattam and colleagues’ [44] Design Analogy to Nature Engine
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(DANE). These systems can achieve impressive, human-like performance on analogy tasks, but
require very detailed and rich relational representations: for example, to reason about the simulated annealing analogy, the structure-mapping engine [14, 15] would require a representation of the concept of annealing that looks something like “CAUSE(AND(HEAT(metalworker,
metal), CONTROL(metalworker, COOL(metalworker, metal))), MINIMIZE(metalworker, IMPERFECTIONS_IN(metal))”. These representations are very costly to obtain: for example, Vattam and
colleagues [44] estimated that converting a single (complex) biological system into a formal representation requires between forty and one hundred person-hours of work; further, automatic
extraction of relational representations across domains remains a difficult open problem [19].
On the other hand, many computational approaches have been developed that ignore relational
structure, opting instead to learn semantic representations from the distributional statistics of words
across documents in a corpus—e.g., word embedding models like Word2Vec [32], vector-space
models like Latent Semantic Indexing [13], and probabilistic topic modeling approaches like Latent
Dirichlet Allocation [6]–scale well to very large datasets, and perform well at matching based
on overall/surface similarity, but struggle to detect analogies between documents when surface
similarity is low.
Our work extends a new thread of research [22] that explores how to extract and exploit “soft”
relational structure: not going all the way to fully specified relational representations, but still
attempting to model some kind of relational structure (e.g., semantic representations of the overall
purpose and mechanism of a product, which can be used to define a "soft" schema for the product).
2.3

Crowd-Powered and Mixed-Initiative Knowledge Modeling

Many researchers have explored the general problem of applying crowdsourcing techniques to
synthesize a knowledge model of some domain, from taxonomies of items within a domain [10, 46],
to summarizing answers from Web sources for a given question [8, 18], to planning conference talk
schedules based in part on topical similarity [1, 9], to organizing ideas for a given problem by topical
similarity during collaborative idea generation [40]. Many of these efforts are mixed-initiative systems, where crowds either generate semantic data to support the creation of a computational semantic model [40], or use computational methods—such as information-theoretic methods—to support
more efficient crowdsourcing strategies [7, 46], or effectively aggregate crowds’ semantic judgments
[10]. These applications tend to be about general topicality or similarity of documents/items within
some domain, rather than about analogical relationships between documents/items that might be
from different domains.
Closer to the problem of supporting analogy, other researchers have explored using crowdsourcing to perform or assist with extracting relations [30]. Most work in this area aims to extract single
commonsense facts (e.g., “Portland IS_IN Oregon”, Obama ‘WORKED_AT‘ the White House, similar
to open information extraction [3], instead of systems of relations (e.g., minimize imperfections in
a metal BY controlled heating and cooling of the metal): thus, while these relations can be quite
useful for improving artificial commonsense reasoning, they are not as useful for reasoning about
analogies between scientific papers, especially across multiple disciplines. However, some recent
work has examined how to use crowdsourcing to assist with extraction of more specialized relations,
for example mechanical engineering-related functions and mechanisms in biological texts [2], or
experiment details for biomedical research (e.g., population studied, treatment given) [43].
We are inspired by these efforts (particularly the approach of using mixed-initiative systems), but
differ in that we aim to crowdsource knowledge models for complex corpora (like scientific papers)
across many different knowledge domains. Additionally, instead of attempting to model specific relations and entities in detail, we aim to extract general semantic categories (e.g., purpose/mechanism)
that are relevant for analogical reasoning.
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Ontologies of scientific and scholarly discourse

The general semantic categories we aim to crowdsource are closely related to work on ontologies
of scholarly and scientific discourse [11, 12], with an especially close relation to efforts like the
Core Information about Scientific Papers (CISP) ontology [28], which breaks papers out into
"Goal of investigation", "Motivation", "Object of investigation", "Research method, "Experiment",
"Observation, "Result", and "Conclusion". While our goal differs from this work in aiming to extract
elements that support analogy in particular (vs. construct a complete/useful model of scientific
discourse), we extend this body of work by systematically exploring how these discourse-like
ontology elements might be efficiently crowdsourced (vs. relying entirely on automation or expert
researcher annotations [27]), and what particular combinations of these elements might be useful
for supporting analogy mining.
3

ADAPTING THE METHOD FOR RESEARCH PAPERS

Applying the purpose-mechanism annotation analogical search method [22] to the domain of
research papers may seem straightforward at first glance: most research projects have research
goals (e.g., research problems, research questions), and methods for achieving those goals. However,
there are several major challenges involving in moving from the domain of simple consumer product
descriptions to more complex structures and terminology, such as found in scientific literature.
3.0.1 Complex language. First, research papers tend to be significantly more complex than
the typical consumer product idea. For example, most people know that a utility belt is for
holding/storing things, so words like "store/keep" are purpose words; in contrast, without content/domain knowledge, it may be difficult to discern which terms denote purpose/mechanism
in research papers. For example, a hidden Markov model (HMM) is a common mechanism for
analyzing sequences of events. However, without specialized domain knowledge it is possible that
an annotator might not be able to label it as a mechanism. Fortunately, as we will show, people
are able to leverage rich syntactic cues to determine which portions (not specific words) denote
the purpose/mechanism/etc of the paper, even in the absence of understanding the details of those
purposes or mechanisms.
3.0.2 Hierarchy of problems. Research papers also often address multiple distinct purposes that
are hierarchically dependent on each other. For example, a research paper might explore how to
improve creativity in teams (high-level problem) by improving the ability of team members’ to
build on each others’ ideas (mid-level subproblem), and specifically aim to investigate ways to
surface the most diverse and best ideas (low-level subproblem). In most cases, the mechanisms
contributed by a given paper are most directly causally related to the lower level subproblems
(e.g., crowdsourcing techniques for summarizing ideas); consequently, the purpose-mechanism
schema of a particular paper is often best described by its low-level subproblems, along with the
mechanisms it contributes for solving those subproblems.
To address this challenge, it may be useful to distinguish between the research background
(higher-level problems) and the specific problem(s) being addressed in the paper to find more
directly analogous matches. The background context can also be "partialed out" (e.g. by ignoring
it) to enable discovery of analogies between different areas/fields, e.g., matching papers that are
about crowdsourcing techniques for content analysis in qualitative analysis vs. online classrooms
vs. brainstorming teams.
3.0.3 Mechanisms vs. findings. Finally, many research papers do not fit the purpose-mechanism
model exactly. Specifically, many papers cannot really be understood in terms of answering “how”
questions (e.g., how might we improve work quality for novice crowd workers); instead, their
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primary goal is to understand some phenomenon (e.g., when and why do people disclose personal
information on social media?).
For these “understanding-oriented” papers, the purpose remains informative (what question
they want to understand), but the mechanism (how they found the answer) may no longer capture
the core contribution of the paper towards that purpose; instead, the findings of the paper are the
“answer” to the purpose of the paper. For example, a research paper whose purpose is to investigate
people’s motivations for disclosing personal information on social media may have (according to our
schema) particular research methods (e.g., interviews with users, content analysis) as mechanisms,
but the answer to the purpose might be the findings it reports (e.g., users avoid disclosing if they
want to manage their online identity across multiple social contexts). Thus, the relevant schema
to match on might be a purpose-findings schema, or even just a findings schema, as opposed to a
purpose-mechanism one.
3.1

Modified annotation scheme

To address these challenges, we adapted Hope et al’s [22] purpose-mechanism annotation scheme
to incorporate two new elements (background and findings). This yields the following modified
annotation scheme with 4 elements:
(1) Background: What is the intellectual context of this work? What other (higher-level)
goals/questions can be furthered by this work? How might this help other research(ers)?
(2) Purpose: What specific thing(s) do the paper’s authors want to do or know?
(3) Mechanism: How did the paper’s authors do it or find out?
(4) Findings: Did it work? What did the paper’s authors find out?
Table 1 (top) shows examples of these annotations for a system-oriented vs. a more “understandingoriented” paper. This modified annotation scheme defines the target aspects that solvent transforms into soft relational schemas, which are used for analogical matching.
3.2

Creating semantic vector representations from the annotations

Each of the four annotations (background, purpose, mechanism, and findings) yields a set of words.
For example, in Table 1, the set of words highlighted in red are annotated as "purpose". We are
interested in taking the four sets of annotations W = {w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 } (where each w i is a set of
words), and creating representations that capture the respective aspects of the paper. We follow a
common approach in natural language processing and information retrieval, and build semantic
vector representations based on each annotated set of words w i . These vector representations are
solvent’s "soft" relational schemas that can be used for analogical matching.
In particular, we represent words with their word vectors (e.g., trained with word2vec [33] or
GloVe [35]), and then for each set w i we compute a weighted average of the words in w i to obtain a
representation for aspect i. The average is weighted by the TF-IDF score of each word vector2 . Note
that the TF-IDF score is calculated on an annotation-specific basis: for example, when computing
TF-IDF scores for purpose vectors, we use only words that were tagged as purpose when computing
term and document frequencies3 . This is a conceptually similar approach to that taken by Hope et
al [22] and helps us tease apart words that are important for denoting the purpose/mechanism/etc.
of documents, as opposed to generalized importance. The end result is that each document is
represented by 4 annotation-specific semantic vectors (background, purpose, mechanism, and
findings), which we denote as bi ∈ RD , pi ∈ RD , mi ∈ RD , and fi ∈ RD , respectively (where D is
the dimensionality of the base word vectors we use to represent the words).
2 This
3 This

step is implemented in get-vectors.py in the code provided in the supplementary material
step is implemented in compute-tf-idfs.py in the code provided in the supplementary material
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IdeaHound: Self-sustainable Idea Generation in
Creative Online Communities

A Comparison of Social, Learning, and Financial Strategies on Crowd Engagement and Output Quality

One main challenge in large creative online communities is
helping their members find inspirational ideas from a large
pool of ideas. A high-level approach to address this challenge is to create a synthesis of emerging solution space that
can be used to provide participants with creative and diverse
inspirational ideas of others. Existing approaches to generate the synthesis of solution space either require community
members to engage in tasks that detract from the main activity of generating ideas or depend on external crowd workers
to help organize the ideas. We built IDEAHOUND a collaborative idea generation system that demonstrates an alternative ”organic” human computation approach, where community members (rather than external crowds) contribute
feedback about ideas as a byproduct of an activity that naturally integrates into the ideation process. This feedback
in turn helps the community identify diverse inspirational
ideas that can prompt community members to generate
more high-quality and diverse ideas.

A significant challenge for crowdsourcing has been increasing worker engagement and output quality. We explore
the effects of social, learning, and financial strategies, and
their combinations, on increasing worker retention across
tasks and change in the quality of worker output. Through
three experiments, we show that 1) using these strategies
together increased workers’ engagement and the quality of
their work; 2) a social strategy was most effective for increasing engagement; 3) a learning strategy was most effective in
improving quality. The findings of this paper provide strategies for harnessing the crowd to perform complex tasks, as
well as insight into crowd workers’ motivation.

Top 10 nearest words for
Abstract: ideas idea analogies proposals productively substrates fictions discoveries brainstorm schemas

Abstract: efficient expressive retention responsive susceptibility differentially enjoyment disengagement alertness

Background: ideas creative innovative inspirational analogies productively fictions brainstorm substrates wishing

Background: crowd workers worker shepherding sourcing
harnessing intrinsically legitimacy rubrics extrinsic

Purpose: curate interleave scaffold organise devise stimulate formulate ideas consolidating mobilize

Purpose: retention differentially worker soundness mediators maximize susceptibility redefining greatly decreasing

Mechanism: idea ideas ideation endeavor grassroots realization productively scaffold generative prospector

Mechanism: nine eleven twelve fourteen fieldwork comprehensively separately uncompensated sixteen thirteen

Findings: ideas community cultivate cohesive heterogeneous divergent productively repertoire mobilize socialize

Findings: tactic efficient disengagement responsive playful
attentiveness partnerships paradoxically expressive

Table 1. Examples of modified annotation scheme applied to a system-oriented paper (top left) and an
“understanding”-oriented paper (top right), and top 10 nearest words for all abstract words VS. each annotation
vector for each paper (bottom)

To give an intuition of what the vectors mean, Table 1 (bottom) shows the top 10 nearest neighbor
words for each annotation type for two example papers, as well as for a vector representing the full
abstract (i.e., TF-IDF-weighted average of all non-stopwords in the abstract). The nearest neighbors
are quite different across the different annotation types and from the full abstract vector, and also
map well to the meaning of those annotation types. For example, while the overall abstract for
the first example is about improving creativity in online communities (as seen in the top words
for the abstract vector, {ideas, idea, analogies, proposals...}), the core purpose of enabling efficient
synthesis of the ideas generated by the community is well captured by the words {curate, interleave,
scaffold, organise, devise...}, and the mechanism of “piggy-backing” on ideation is captured by the
mechanism top words, {idea, ideas, ideation, endeavor, grassroots...}. The term “grassroots” in
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particular is interesting because it captures the idea of sustainability, which is completely missed in
the top words for the abstract and background vectors. In contrast, for the second, understandingoriented paper, the mechanism top words are very research-methods oriented, {nine, eleven, twelve,
fourteen, fieldwork...}.
3.3

Analogical similarity metrics

Using these specialized vectors, solvent can support a number of interesting analogical queries:
(1) purpose+mechanism : find other research papers with a similar purpose AND mechanism, by
computing the average of the cosine between their purpose vectors and the cosine betwen
their mechanism vectors, i.e., ⟨cos(p1 , p2 ), cos(m1 , m2 )⟩ for any pair of paper 1 and paper 2 . By
ignoring background/implications, we aim to achieve some level of abstraction away from
the domain context.
(2) purpose : find other research papers with a similar purpose, but not necessarily a similar
mechanism, with cos(m1 , m2 ) This should find alternative mechanisms for solving some
target problem.
(3) mechanism : find other research papers with a similar mechanism, but not necessarily a similar
purpose, with cos(p1 , p2 ). This should find alternative applications for some mechanism.
(4) findings : find other research papers with similar findings, with cos(f1 , f2 ). This should help
find analogies between “understanding” papers (where the core schema is not necessarily a
purpose-mechanism pairing).
4

STUDY 1: SOURCING ANNOTATIONS FROM DOMAIN-EXPERT RESEARCHERS

We begin our investigation of solvent’s quality and feasibility by sourcing and using annotations
from domain expert researchers. This deployment should provide an upper bound on solvent’s
quality and cost considerations.
4.1

Dataset

As an initial test, we deployed our modified mixed-initative system on 50 papers published at the
CSCW conference4 from 2013-2017. This modest number of papers is small enough for experts to
manually find analogies (with reasonable confidence that we have covered most analogies), yet
large enough to produce interpretable quantitative results (N=1,225 possible pairs between papers).
Further, the match to our content/domain expertise (social computing) allows us to better define
what counts as analogies, and judge the performance of the different metrics accordingly.
4.2

Annotation and Vectors

Two members of the research team served as annotators. Each paper abstract took a median of
1 minute to annotate. In Studies 2 and 3, we explore how the method extends to settings where
annotators lack content/domain expertise.
We originally used pre-trained GloVe [35] vectors trained on the Common Crawl dataset 5 .
However, baseline performance was very poor. We therefore opted for a doc2vec model [33], with
600 dimensions, trained on a smaller but more focused and relevant corpus (4,402 papers from CHI
and CSCW from 2010 to 2017).
4.3

Baselines

We compare the performance of our analogical similarity metrics to two baselines:
4 http://cscw.acm.org/
5 https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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Match Type
Title & Explanation
Near analogy: Background + Toward Collaborative Ideation at Scale: Leveraging Ideas from
Purpose + Mechanism
Others to Generate More Creative and Diverse Ideas: Use crowdsourcing to identify diverse idea sets to improve creative idea generation
Far analogy: Purpose + Mecha- Crowd Guilds: Worker-led Reputation and Feedback on Crowdnism
sourcing Platforms: Make worker certification self-sustainable by using
crowdsourced peer review to certify good workers
Non-analogy

Making Decisions From a Distance: The Impact of Technological
Mediation on Riskiness and Dehumanization: No similarity
Table 2. Example expert-found analogies for the IdeaHound paper in the CSCW dataset, with notes on each
analogy (in italics). One non-analogy also shown for comparison. Analogies are mapped to the following:
core schema from the IdeaHound paper: Make creative idea generation self-sustainable by using crowdsourced
peer review to identify diverse idea sets.

(1) all words baseline: create TF-IDF-weighted vectors for each paper from all the words in
each paper’s abstract (denoted as ai ), and compute cos(a1 , a2 ), for every pair of paper 1 and
paper 2 . This baseline is meant to emulate current content-based recommendation practices,
which often operate on some combination of the abstract/full-text.
(2) bkground/purpose+mechanism baseline: create a new semantic vector bpi that captures both
background and purpose aspects, by concatenating the weighted vectors for wb (background
tokens) and wp (purpose tokens; each weighted by their respective annotation-specific tf-idf
weights), and computing the average of this concatenation. We then look for matches with
similar background/purpose and mechanism, i.e., ⟨cos(bp1 , bp2 ), cos(m1 , m2 )⟩. Comparing
our new metrics (especially the purpose+mechanism and purpose metrics, which ignore
background) to this baseline tests whether it is necessary to separate background and purpose,
or whether it is sufficient to simply group all the purposes of a given paper as a single
annotation type (inspired by the purpose-mechanism method from Hope et al. [22]).
4.4

Performance Measures

To evaluate the performance of the similarity metrics, we use Precision@K, defined as the number
of known analogies in the dataset found in the top K% of matches. Exploring different levels of K
allows us to explore how the performance of a given metric changes depending on how conservative
it is (lower K = more conservative, which accepts a higher risk of false negatives in favor of a higher
precision of matches returned to the searcher).
These analogies were manually found by a member of the research team through exhaustive
examination of the papers in two phases. First, the research team member created affinity maps
of the research papers, and identified shared schemas and relations. Second, these schemas were
used to find papers that fit the schema (thereby defining analogy pairs). Finally, we used an initial
prototype GloVe model (with Common Crawl) to suggest new matches we might have missed. We
ended up with 259 analogy pairs (approximately 21% of 1225 total possible pairs across 50 papers;
see Table 2 for some example analogies found for the IdeaHound paper from Table 16 ).
The research team member who found the analogies in the dataset has 8 years of PhD-level
expertise in researching social computing and analogy, providing both domain and process (for
finding analogies) expertise. The team member considered papers to be analogically related if they
share a relational mapping (e.g., similar purposes and mechanisms, or similar backgrounds and
6 The

full set of known analogy pairs is available in the supplementary material
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K = 1%

2%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

all words baseline

.67 (.03)

.67 (.06)

.46 (11)

.37 (.18)

.35 (.25)

.31 (.29)

.29 (.34)

bkground/purpose+mechanism
purpose+mechanism

.84 (.05)
.92 (.05)
.50 (.03)
.92 (.05)
.75 (.04)

.84 (.09)
.92 (.09)
.50 (.05)
.80 (.08)
.50 (.05)

.64 (.16)
.73 (.18)
.38 (.10)
.66 (.16)
.37 (.09)

.50 (.24)
.50 (.24)
.38 (.18)
.49 (.23)
.33 (.16)

.43 (.30)
.40 (.29)
.33 (.23)
.45(.32)
.31 (.22)

.37 (.35)
.36 (.34)
.31 (.29)
.39 (.37)
.29 (.28)

.33 (.39)
.34 (.40)
.30 (.35)
.35 (.42)
.27 (.32)

purpose
mechanism
findings

Table 3. Proportion of known analogy pairs found in Study 1 for each metric, varying by K (lower K = more
conservative; recall scores in parentheses; pairs sorted by similarity). Best-performing scores at each K are
bold-underlined. Our bkground/purpose+mechanism , purpose+mechanism , and mechanism metrics consistently
find analogy pairs at substantially higher precision than the all words baseline at each level of K.

purposes). For example, motivating contributions in citizen science relationally maps to motivating
scientists to share their code (e.g., motivating(x to contribute to y)). Papers with similar backgrounds
(e.g., vision science) but different purposes and mechanisms would not be considered analogies. This
is consistent with the literature on analogical mapping (e.g., [15]). Importantly, two papers with
similar background would still be considered analogies if their purposes or mechanisms mapped
relationally; these are known in the analogy literature as near analogies.
Note that because these are all social computing papers, many of the analogies are from the
same/similar domains/areas; therefore, we expect the all words metric to be able to find many
of these near analogies. Separating background from purpose also may not be as important for
finding near analogies. For this reason, our performance measure in this dataset is a conservative
test of the efficacy of our mixed-initiative system. Yet, social computing is broad enough as a field
that it allows for some cross-domain analogies (e.g., crowdsourcing grades for assignments in
MOOCs, vs. crowdsourcing discovery of creative ideas in online innovation platforms).
We examine precision for K ∈ (1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25). For each similarity metric, and for each K, we
compute similarities between all 1,225 possible pairs in the dataset, rank based on those similarities,
take the top K% of matches, and then compute how many of those matches were known analogies.
4.5

Results

4.5.1 We find unique analogies missed by the all words baseline. Table 3 shows the quantitative
results of our experiment. Three of our similarity metrics (bkground/purpose+mechanism , purpose+mechanism and mechanism ) consistently return a higher proportion of analogies at multiple
settings of K, yielding on average gains of 26%, 31%, and 30% in precision compared to all words .
The advantage of our metrics is especially substantial at lower levels of K: for example, in the top
1% and 2% of matches, our best metric (purpose+mechanism ) has both a large increase over the
all words baseline (a 37% increase from .67 to .92), and a high precision value in absolute terms.
This is significant because we did not distinguish between near and far analogies, and there were
many near analogies in the dataset; these near analogies are likely to dominate at lower levels of K
for all words (which is tuned largely for surface similarity).
Additionally, there was low overlap between the matches found by our metrics and those found
by all words : for example, only 42% of the purpose+mechanism , and 50% of the mechanism
matches were shared with the all words baseline at K=5. Referring back to the matches in Table 2,
the all words baseline was only able to find the near analogy (“Towards Collaborative Ideation at
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Analogy: Crowd Guilds: Worker-led Reputation and
Feedback on Crowdsourcing Platforms

Top 10 nearest words for
Background: ideas creative innovative inspirational analogies productively fictions brainstorm substrates wishing

Background: workers decentralized crowd crowds dispersed sourcing equitably collaborators volunteers harness

Purpose: curate interleave scaffold organise devise stimulate formulate ideas consolidating mobilize

Purpose: reputation scores score ratings accountability legitimacy fairness responsiveness scoring relevancy

Mechanism: idea ideas ideation endeavor grassroots realization productively scaffold generative prospector

Mechanism: crowd workers crowds guilds worker
peer sourcing instructors equitably freelancing

Table 4. Illustrative analogy (right) found for the IdeaHound paper (left) in the CSCW dataset by our purpose+mechanism and purpose metrics, but missed by the all words and bkground/purpose+mechanism
baseline metrics. Bold-underlined words denote conceptual overlap across matching vectors. Note how
different the background vectors are, while there is overlap in concepts for both purpose and mechanism
vectors. Both papers leverage community mechanisms [grassroots, peersourcing] for the purpose of curating
things [ideas, workers], despite key differences in background (creativity/ideation vs. crowd labor markets).
This example illustrates the value of separating higher-level (background) problems from lower-level (purpose)
problems during annotation.

Scale”), while the other metrics were able to find both the near and far analogy (“Crowd Guilds:
Worker-led Reputation and Feedback on Crowdsourcing Platforms”).
4.5.2 Modifications to the annotation scheme are helpful. While bkground/purpose+mechanism finds more analogies than all words across all levels of K, it is consistently outperformed by
purpose+mechanism (which separates background and purpose) across all levels of K.
Inspection of the matches suggests that separating background and purpose allows us to find
analogies between papers that have different higher-level goals (and might be thought of as in
different domains). Table 4 shows one example of this, where purpose+mechanism found an analogy
between a paper on devising scalable methods to organise many ideas from an online creative
community and distribute them to inspire community members (“IdeaHound: Self-Sustainable
Idea Generation in Creative Online Communities”), and a paper on using peer ratings to rank
workers by quality in online labor markets (“Crowd Guilds: Worker-led Reputation and Feedback
on Crowdsourcing Platforms”). This match was missed by both all words and bkground/purpose+mechanism , in part because the background vectors are quite different from each other (one
heavily emphasizing creativity/ideation, and the other heavily emphasizing crowd work).
4.5.3 Findings annotations help find near analogies. While the findings metric does return
significantly more matches in the top 1% of pairs, it does not outperform the all words baseline at
K>=2. This is partially explained by the high amount of overlap between the matches found by
findings and those found by the all words baseline metric (64% are shared, in contrast to the
low levels of overlap for the purpose+mechanism and mechanism metrics). We will return to this
point in the discussion.
5 STUDY 2: USING SOLVENT TO FIND ANALOGIES WITH REAL-WORLD VALUE
Study 1 demonstrated that applying solvent to a corpus of social computing papers enabled us
to retrieve known analogical relationships, as defined by a domain expert. In Study 2, we explore
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whether solvent can provide real-world value for researchers actually looking for analogical
inspirations for their work.
5.1

Scenario

We evaluated our approach with a local mechanical engineering research group at a highly research
active, private research university in the Midwestern United States. The group is working on cuttingedge interdisciplinary work at the intersection of bioengineering and mechanical engineering:
specifically, they are exploring how to create interesting new 2D and 3D structures at many different
scales by stretching/folding polymers.
The research group has been struggling to find examples of this work to build on and compare
against: it is distributed across such diverse domains as mechanical engineering, civil engineering,
aerospace engineering, materials science, mathematics, and design, among others, many of which
are outside of the specific domain expertise of the research group.
Some examples of their analogy information needs include:
• Competitive analysis: find work from other research groups that are attacking the same
problems with similar techniques
• Inspiration: find relevant research that can suggest new properties of polymers to leverage,
or new techniques for stretching/folding or exploring 2D/3D structure designs
• Application: find novel application domains that could benefit from the unique advantages of
their fabrication method (e.g., non-invasively constructing temporary medical implants in
situ)
The team has spent the last year or so conducting literature searches using various standard
approaches (e.g., Google Scholar, library databases, citations in relevant [review] papers, conversations with colleagues), and have been frustrated by how slow and error-prone the process has
been. They are also concerned that they are missing things. The difficulty stems in part from the
relative newness of the field, and the degree of fragmentation of knowledge across many different
disciplines.
In this evaluation, we explore whether solvent can help them find analogies they were not
able to find through keyword/database and citation tree search.
5.2

Dataset

Based on conversations with the group, we identified three out-of-domain sources of research
papers to mine from: materials science, civil engineering, and aerospace engineering. The papers
were sampled from the 1000 most highly cited papers of 2016-2017 (indexed on Web of Science) for
each of the 3 domains. Two members of our research team (neither of whom have any training or
formal knowledge in any of the domains involved in this scenario) annotated 90 papers sampled
from this larger corpus.
As before, rather than use a semantic model trained on a larger but more generalized corpus (e.g.,
Common Crawl), we used a model trained on a smaller but more relevant corpus of documents
to create aggregate vectors. Specifically, we used word vectors from a continuous-bag-of-words
(CBOW) word2vec model [32] trained on 3,000 papers in the dataset. We then used the same method
as before to create annotation-specific semantic vectors for each of the 90 annotated papers.
5.3

Evaluation

We used an abstract for one of the research group’s recent manuscripts as a query document. We
first highlighted and constructed semantic vectors for the abstract, and then sampled the top 20
matches for the abstract from each of our similarity metrics from before. This corresponds to a
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setting of K at approximately 20% (top 20 most similar out of 90 possible matches); we chose this
less conservative setting of K to reflect our prior expectation that the number of cross-domain
matches that would be useful to the team is likely to be relatively few. We collapsed duplicates and
blinded them by removing information about which metric produced the match, resulting in a set
of 53 unique possible matches.
We showed these matches to a member of their research group (the lead PhD student). We asked
the researcher look through the matches as s/he might look through a Google Search result list,
and evaluate 1) whether each match is in fact useful for their literature review, 2) why (not), and 3)
whether they had previously encountered that match.
5.4

Results

5.4.1 Our metrics find more analogies than all words baseline. Overall, the researcher identified
7 out of the 53 matches as relevant and new. This reflects the extremely challenging setting of
finding useful and novel analogies among 90 randomly sampled papers from outside the core
domain of the work. 5 out of those 7 analogies were found by one of/both the purpose+mechanism
and mechanism similarity metrics (an aggregate precision of approximately .25; comparable to
precision at K=.2 in Study 1), while 2 were found by the all words metric (precision = .1).
5.4.2 Our metrics find different analogies from all words baseline. In addition to this numerical
difference, there was also a qualitative difference in the types of matches returned. To illustrate,
the most relevant match found by the all words metric was almost a direct replication of their
work (manipulating the structure of a membrane in a controlled way by applying tension to the
membrane) from an aerospace engineering paper. The researcher was uncertain if she had seen
this paper before, and found it useful for competitive analysis.
In contrast, the most relevant match found by the purpose+mechanism metric was a paper on
using multi-agent systems to generate a variety of geometric structures. The mechanism metric
also found an interesting potential analogy of a civil engineering paper analyzing web crippling
phenomena in steel beams under tension. Both of these matches were judged to be both potentially
useful (the first for inspiring alternative approaches to systematically explore 2D/3D structures by
applying different levels and types of tension, the second for potentially inspiring new mathematical
models to analyze their polymers, which could reveal new properties to leverage for their designs)
and novel (neither had been seen by the researcher).
6

STUDY 3: SCALING UP SOLVENT THROUGH CROWDSOURCING

Thus far we have shown that solvent increases our ability to find known analogies, as well as
analogies that can provide real-world value to a domain expert. However, in both Study 1 and 2, our
annotations were sourced from expert researchers, who make up a highly limited resource pool. In
this final section, we explore how we might scale up solvent by crowdsourcing annotations from
a wider range of non-experts who might provide a much larger pool of possible human judgments.
Study 2 (where researchers annotated papers outside of their domain/discipline) suggests that
annotation does not critically depend on domain knowledge; still, non-experts with little to no
experience writing or reading research papers as a “genre” may produce annotations that are too
noisy to support effective analogy-mining (or require expensive quality control mechanisms that
would make the cost of crowdsourcing prohibitively high). Therefore, in Study 3, we explore whether
crowdsourced annotations for papers in the set of 50 CSCW papers can replicate or approximate the
analogy-finding gains shown in Study 1 with researcher annotations. We crowdsource annotations
from workers on Upwork (where we recruited workers with general writing expertise but no
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Fig. 1. A screenshot of the crowd-facing interface for annotating the abstracts. Workers annotate aspects
by first selecting the annotation type (an in-line description is provided as a reminder) and then using an
intuitive click-and-drag highlighting interaction to annotate one or more words.

domain or research experience) and workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk (who represent a larger
population of workers with little or no expertise requirements).
6.1

Crowdsourcing setup

Workers used an intuitive drag-and-highlight interaction to annotate each abstract (see Figure
1). We included a training step before the main task: 2 gold standard examples to illustrate the
annotations in context, and a single training example (where workers would first annotate and
then compare with the gold standard).
6.1.1 Deployment on Upwork. We recruited two workers with general copywriting expertise
from Upwork. The first worker held a bachelor’s degree in English Literature, and a master’s degree
in business administration, had more than nine years experience writing and editing academic,
business, literary and technical documents, and was paid at a rate of $30/hr. The second worker held
a master’s degree in English Literature and a certificate in Publishing, had experience with editing
book-length projects for major publishers and creating research dossiers for news publications, and
was paid at a rate of $20/hr. Annotation times were similar to the MTurk and Study 1 deployments,
with a median completion time per document of 1 minute. Each worker provided annotations for
half (25) of the papers in the dataset. Thus, each paper’s annotations was based on one worker,
similar to the deployment with domain-expert researchers in Study 1.
6.1.2 Deployment on Amazon Mechanical Turk. We screened for workers with at least 95%
approval rate for at least 5,000 tasks. The overall task (including login, training, and the actual
task) took a median of 4.0 minutes; actual time annotating the main document took a median
of 1.3 minutes. We paid workers $0.70 for each task completion, for an effective average hourly
rate of $10/hr. We obtained annotations from an average of 3 workers for each document. We
aggregated annotations across workers for each word by majority vote (weighted by each worker’s
performance on the training example).
6.2

Results

6.2.1 Crowd annotations had substantial agreement with researcher annotations. Table 5 shows
the accuracies (i.e., agreement with researcher annotations) by annotation type. Overall, Upwork
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Overall

Bkgd

Find

Mech

Purp

0.78
0.59

0.75
0.66

0.94
0.71

0.72
0.53

0.68
0.42

Table 5. Crowd annotation agreement with researcher annotations

all words

K = 1%

2%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

.67 (.03)

.67 (.06)

.46 (11)

.37 (.18)

.35 (.25)

.31 (.29)

.29 (.34)

.75 (.04)
.75 (.04)

.67 (.06)
.63 (.06)

.64 (.15)
.57 (.14)

.43 (.20)
.43 (.20)

.39 (.28)
.34 (.24)

.33 (.31)
.32 (.30)

.31 (.37)
.29 (.34)

.83 (.04)
.83 (.04)

.75 (.07)
.71 (.07)

.54 (.13)
.52 (.13)

.42 (.20)
.42 (.20)

.34 (.24)
.37 (.26)

.33 (.31)
.32 (.30)

.30 (.35)
.31 (.36)

bkground/purpose+mechanism

Upwork
MTurk
purpose+mechanism

Upwork
MTurk
mechanism

Upwork .75 (.04) .58 (.06) .51 (.12) .39 (.19) .33 (.23) .31 (.30) .30 (.36)
MTurk .75 (.04) .54 (.05) .44 (.11) .34 (.16) .32 (.23) .29 (.27) .28 (.33)
Table 6. Proportion of known analogies found at each level of K for each similarity metric, with annotations
by Upwork and MTurk crowd workers (recall in parentheses; best-performing scores bold-underlined. Our
bkground/purpose+mechanism and purpose+mechanism metrics continue to outperform the all words
baseline (with substantial reductions from researcher-based annotations), while the mechanism metric’s
advantage is almost entirely eliminated for both Upwork and MTurk annotations.

workers’ annotations matched the researcher annotations 78% of the time, and MTurk workers’ annotations matched 59% of the time. There was considerable variation across papers, with accuracies
as high as 96% agreement for some papers, and as low as 4% for others.
6.2.2 Crowds struggled with purpose and mechanism annotations. In general, both groups of
workers struggled most with purpose and mechanism annotations (68% and 72% for the Upwork
workers, and 42% and 53% agreement for the MTurk workers). First, workers often confused
background and purpose. The most frequent error for background annotations was incorrectly
annotating it as purpose (13% of background annotations for Upwork; 21% for MTurk). Purpose was
also frequently confused for background (10% of purpose annotations for Upwork; 16% for MTurk).
Mechanism was also frequently confused for purpose and findings: the most frequent error for
purpose was incorrectly annotating it as mechanism (17% of purpose annotations for Upwork;
28% for MTurk), while mechanism was confused for purpose and findings quite frequently as
well (8% and 9% of mechanism annotations for Upwork; 10% and 31% for MTurk). One possible
explanation is that researchers frequently mix multiple aspects in their sentences: for example,
they often described the purpose and mechanism of their paper in the same sentence, or described
the mechanism in more detail by claiming that it worked (findings). We return to this point in the
discussion to consider how our scheme might be modified to account for variations in writing style.
6.2.3 Crowd annotations still improve analogy-mining. As Table 6 shows , despite the modest
levels of agreement, specialized vectors constructed from crowd workers’ aggregated annotations
were still able to support bkground/purpose+mechanism and purpose+mechanism metrics that
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outperformed the all words baseline, albeit with substantial reductions in the size of the advantage.
In particular, the purpose+mechanism metric outperforms all words throughout the range of K,
for both Upwork and MTurk deployments.
Note that the advantage of the specialized metrics is reduced the least for bkground/purpose+mechanism (retaining substantial advantages over all words , and even outperforming
purpose+mechanism , past K=2), while the advantage of the mechanism metric disappears past K=1.
The generally low accuracy for purpose and mechanism annotations might explain these patterns,
since the purpose+mechanism and mechanism metrics depend critically on these annotations.
7
7.1

DISCUSSION
Summary and Implications of Findings

Across three studies, we show that applying solvent to research papers yields a substantial
improvement (approximately 25-30% overall improvement in Study 1) over a state-of-the-art information retrieval (IR) technique (TF-IDF-weighted average semantic vectors) for finding analogies
between those research papers. The advantage holds for near analogies (where standard IR is
expected to perform well), and across domains (seen especially in Study 2 with the mechanical
engineering research group). We further show that these annotations do not require extensive content/domain expertise to be useful: researchers can produce useful annotations for papers outside
their discipline (Study 2), and naive crowd workers can produce useful annotations for research
papers (Study 3; albeit with noticable reductions in effectiveness compared to researcher-sourced
annotations). Across these deployments, we find that the time cost of annotation is approximately
a minute per paper.
Our modified annotation scheme (and the usefulness of partialing out background, or leveraging
findings) points to solvent’s core insight (which extends Hope et al’s [22] approach): "dissolving"
documents into relational elements (e.g., purpose, mechanism, findings) that have in-built causal
relations with each other enables us to create soft relational schemas that are useful for analogical
matching. This insight might prove useful in other domains than research papers: for example,
annotating the precedents, facts, and decisions in legal cases to support case law reasoning, annotating
student learning goals and associated exercises and/or examples in lesson plans to support innovation
in teaching, or annotating plot trajectory and associated tropes in writing. While we suspect that
solvent might be useful in many of these domains, we think that domains where these dimensions
are hidden/obscured by surrounding texts that serve many other functions (e.g., preambles in legal
opinions) might especially benefit from solvent’s soft schema extraction techniques.
This insight opens up a design space that could help resolve the cost-accuracy tradeoff for
computational analogy: rather than spending prohibitively high amounts of resources to specify
rich relational structures manually (thereby maximizing accuracy for analogical matching), or
completely automating knowledge modeling (but ignoring structure, thereby losing accuracy for
analogical matching), we can explore the middle ground of extracting soft relational schemas
in a cost-effective manner. This design space mirrors current Semantic Web efforts that seek to
relax formality requirements for shared ontologies, and explore how machine- and crowdsourced
semantics might complement or even replace more formal and precise (but infeasible to obtain for
the broader Web) ontologies [4].
7.2

Limitations and Future Work

7.2.1 Extending to larger datasets. While our results show significant promise, we acknowledge
that our datasets are relatively small. This is partially mitigated by the diversity of domains
represented: our data includes papers from diverse domains and contribution types/framings (e.g.,
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civil engineering papers on numerical analysis of beam strength used a different structure than
empirical CHI paper abstracts). However, we do aim to test this approach across larger and more
diverse corpora. Part of the bottleneck is having a good set of gold standard matches that we
can use to evaluate our approach: conservatively, many datasets might contain approximately 5x
as many analogy pairs as there are papers (similar to the 259 known analogy pairs in our set of
50 papers in Study 1); finding analogies by hand remains a costly process, and having relatively
complete coverage of known analogies is critical for meaningful precision and recall performance
measures. However, alternative evaluations (e.g., experiments with searchers, real-world prototype
deployments) are possible.
Extending the method to larger datasets may require increases in the scalability of the method.
However, our findings with the crowdsourcing study suggest that obtaining annotations for more
realistic-sized datasets may not be cost-prohibitive: for example, our deployments suggest that
annotating a corpus of 10,000 papers would require on the order of 10–30,000 person-minutes
(or 166-500 person-hours) of work. This suggests that such a corpus could be annotated for as
little as under $4,000 (assuming a single trained full-time employee working at $20/hr for 1-2
months, similar to one of our Upwork workers), quite possibly a significant bargain given the high
potential upside of transformative cross-disciplinary breakthroughs and reductions in redundant
work and dead ends. This work could also be crowdsourced for a comparable cost (and significantly
quicker turnaround time), although more sophisticated aggregation and quality control mechanisms
than majority vote (see, e.g., [39]), or worker-centric screening/training strategies [34] might be
necessary for crowdsourcing efforts similar to our MTurk deployment. Further, with a few thousand
papers, (semi) supervised machine learning models like recurrent neural networks (e.g., as in Hope
et al [22]) or conditional random-field models might be trained to replace or augment human
judgments.
As noted earlier, we are also intrigued by the possibility of more “community-sourced” models
of crowdsourcing, where community members contribute semantic annotations as a seamless
part of the primary task they are motivated to do (e.g., bookmarking important steps in a how-to
video [25], or arranging ideas on a virtual whiteboard in the natural course of brainstorming
[40]). In this spirit, could we design a future where the many hours that scientists spend reading,
annotating, organizing, and summarizing research papers (e.g., for literature reviews, or peer review)
could contribute not just to their primary task of doing research, but also towards supporting
a computational infrastructure for knowledge sharing? These approaches could pave the way
towards more self-sustainable computational infrastructures for knowledge sharing. Note also
that in some fields (e.g., human factors, biomedical research), structured abstracts are commonly
produced by researchers, suggesting that the publication process could be modified slightly to
author-source these annotations at a tolerable/minimal cost to authors, particularly if the value of
these annotations was made apparent to the authors.
7.2.2 Ensuring unbiased coverage. Recall that we modified the annotation scheme (e.g., adding a
findings annotation) to reflect the different epistemological goals that exist among research papers
(e.g., understanding vs. system-building). We had mixed success with the findings annotations: at
the highest level of matching (top 1% of matches), the metric outperformed the all words baseline,
but not at higher levels of K. One possible explanation is that our modest-sized dataset didn’t
contain enough "same-findings" analogies to have high precision at higher levels of K. Another
possible explanation is that our core insight of getting a schema "for free" by identifying separate
sets of annotations that are joined by a causal relation glosses over the relational structure within an
annotation type - in the case of understanding-oriented papers, the relevant schema may consist of
relations between objects as hypothesized in the purpose statement, or in the findings (e.g., people
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decide when to self-disclose on social media depending on how the disclosure might reflect on their
online identity).
Relatedly, our conversations with the mechanical engineering researchers revealed that the
properties of the objects (e.g., the particular ways that polymers respond to physical loads) are a key
aspect of identifying relevant analogies to work in other domains. Unfortunately, these properties
are often left implicit in the text. This challenge could be addressed by augmenting the vector
representations of the documents with key properties (e.g., from knowledge bases like ConceptNet
7 and CYC8 ). How to select which among the numerous possible properties of an entity might be
useful for analogical matching would be an interesting and challenging problem for future work;
some recent work is already beginning to explore this for consumer product descriptions [17]
More generally, we want to ensure that relying on this annotation schema does not cause us to
systematically miss or misrepresent the contributions of papers written in different genres (e.g., that
don’t emphasize explaining mechanisms, or emphasize reporting findings instead of clearly stating
the problem being addressed), or with different kinds of contributions (e.g., conceptual/theory or
review papers), or levels of writing/communication quality. We did notice some limitations in our
deployments, particularly in trying to apply a purpose/mechanism to review/survey papers, when
mechanisms were dropped in favor of motivating the problem in shorter abstracts (possibly with
strict word limits), or when the research problem was not clearly/explicitly stated; anecdotally, we
noticed that this last writing style (missing problem statements, but rich descriptions of findings
and methods) seemed to be especially common in our materials science and engineering papers;
this might partially explain the lower performance of our metrics in Study 2 (in addition to the
difficulty of explicitly searching in randomly sampled papers from other domains). Future work
that builds on this should explore how we might expand the annotation schemes to fit different
genres/contributions (while retaining the central insight of identifying soft schemas), or supplement
the knowledge models constructed by our methods with alternative methods that are less dependent
on the way a paper is written.
7.2.3 Usefulness in Real-World Settings. Finally, while our metrics outperformed our instantiation
of a traditional state-of-the-art content-based information retrieval approach (i.e., leveraging word
embedding representations of the whole abstracts), our absolute precision was high only for very
conservative (low) levels of K (e.g., recommending only the top 1% most similar pairs as analogies).
In smaller search spaces or for niche topics with fewer "true" matches, potential users of our
approach might have to work harder to find good matches; in many cases, however, we believe
that even returning the top 1% most similar matches might return more potential matches than the
average user would want to sift through.
Our approach also differs significantly from other production systems in that it ignores other
important signals available from the citation graph (e.g., quality, relatedness). In practice, we think
it would be useful to combine our content-based approach with graph-based approaches [42],
e.g., re-ranking with graph-based signals after retrieving initial candidates via our approach, or
re-ranking using our approach after retrieving initial candidates via graph-based approaches.
8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced solvent, a mixed-initiative system for re-representing and finding
analogies between research papers across different domains, in which humans produce lightweight
annotations of key aspects of research paper abstracts, and a computational model constructs
semantic vectors from the annotations and uses them to finds analogies between the papers. We
7 http://conceptnet.io/
8 http://www.opencyc.org/
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show that solvent holds promise for efficiently finding analogies between research papers across
domains, opening up novel pathways towards computationally augmenting knowledge sharing for
scientific progress.
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